Francis Sydney Smythe: mountain
photographer (1900-49)
Nona Smythe

Frank Smythe was one of the foremost mountain photographers of his day.
His photographs circulated all over the world and innumerable mountaineering,
ski-ing or travel journals contained Smythe photographs at various times. He
was also in great demand as a lecturer, with his slides showing his latest expedition, whether it was Kangchenjunga, Kamet, Everest, Switzerland, Austria,
Canadian Rockies, or the British and Scottish hills. His audiences were large
and most appreciative, which was evident by the correspondence he received
and the many requests for copies of his photographs.
At the age of 8, because of illness he spent some months in Switzerland and
there climbed his first mountain, a grassy peak above the village of Chateau
d'Oex. This first visit produced a great longing for adventure on the hills; at the
age of 9 his mother took him up to Wengen, where he had his first view of
glacier-clad mountains.
From the age of 15 onwards he spent his summer holidays wandering alone
on the hills of North Wales. His hill walking was done during the years of the
first Great War, when there were no organisations for boys who wished to
learn mountaineering or hill walking; nor could he find any companions to
share his enthusiasm for the hills. Those days of solitary rambling and scrambling taught him much. He had persuaded an aunt to give him a 'box' camera
for his birthday and this accompanied him everywhere; the early photographs
are a record of his scrambles and did not show particular promise at that stage.
At the age of 19 he spent a year studying Engineering at Bradford, and
joined the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club, and it was there as a junior member he
learned the art of climbing on gritstone. His first climbing meet was at
Langdale and from then on every possible holiday or weekend was spent on
the hills, in fair weather or foul. In 1922 his work took him to Baden and he
made his way with a companion to Linthal, en route to climb the Todi. Later
he visited St. Anton and the Arlberg Ski School, and found the surrounding
country among the finest for ski touring and ski mountaineering, and from this
there started his great interest in snow photography. Thereafter he took
particular interest in snow formation and wrote and illustrated many articles
on avalanches and the different forms of snow.
In 1937 Frank went on an expedition to the Byhunder Valley in the
Himalaya, and combined climbing with plant collecting. Dr J. MacQueen
Cowan, of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Edinburgh had suggested this and
supplied all the necessary equipment for pressing and packing the specimens.
Kodak Ltd generously supplied the photographic materials and a most interesting collection of flower photographs was taken in colour, many of them with
a mountain background. He was never entirely satisfied with his colour prints,
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but flower photography opened up another purpose for his camera. On
colour photography he wrote: 'I must, however, confess to some probably
old-fashioned prejudices. 1 like colour transparencies when projected on a
screen, but 1 do not like colour prints so well as black and white prints. This
dislike may well vanish as the process of colour reproduction improves.' Colour
photography, contrary perhaps to popular notion, is the simplest of all forms
of photography.
His splendid sense of design and tonal control is clearly expressed in his
photographs and he was able with his filters to capture the texture of the snow
admirably. Cecil Hunt, one of our best water-colourists, who contributed
articles to the 'Alpine Journal', was much interested in Frank's sustained sense
of composition throughout his photography-, and frequently suggested that he
should take up painting-a prospect that greatly pleased Frank.
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He considered that the camera for mountain photography should be light
and portable and small enough to be carried in the pocket, as it was an annoying business to have to extract it from a rucksack, especially on a difficult
climb. He tried various cameras, but the one he liked best was an 'Etui' taking
film packs, which were usable at any altitude. He wrote, 'Photography is not
easy on the upper part of Mount Everest, and it needs a conscious effort to
overcome the lassitude inseparable from high altitude. climbing, and to risk
numb fingers to which the circulation may not return for a long time.... Yet
the effort is worthwhile: at the time, the panorama of peak, glacier and snowfield is scarcely appreciated, but afterwards in comfort such photographs
recall grandeur and beauties which were deeply imprinted on the mind'.
His views on composition are expressed in 'A Camera on the Hills' ( A & C
Black, 1939). When every technical principle of photography has been mastered
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there is still one factor remaining, without which it is impossible to take beautiful photographs. This is composition, the picture you see and the picture the
camera faithfully records. An artistic sense implies a sense of composition. This
composition is selection, arrangement, rhythm, balance and order in a picture.
Lastly, if you would take beautiful photographs, do not look on the camera
as a mere recording instrument: think of it as the painter does his paints, something by which beauty may be interpreted and revealed. He produced ten books
of his photographs, with interesting descriptions of each one. Most were published
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from 1937 to 1948; 'Mountains in Colour' appeared in 1949. They were the
greatest success and Frank always spoke of them as his little gold mine. They
were printed during the war years mostly and were seemingly greatly appreciated
as an escape from war.
C. Douglas Milner CA Century of Mountain Photography' A] 62 163) observes that Frank Smythe was particularly loyal to landscape photography, both
in the Himalaya and the Alps; he did not aim to compete, so to speak, in action
photography, for which his equipment was less adapted than the miniature
cameras used by others. It is of interest to compare Milner's opinion of another,
and earlier, mountain photographer of international fame, Vittorio Sella (A]
57180 seq)-'a gallant mountaineer and a superb craftsman in photography'.
This assessment might equally well be applied to Frank, who as a mountaineer
was an all-rounder-rocks, snow and ice, high altitude, ski touring. His camera
was, by modern standards, of large size (9 x 12 cm), light, simple and first rate
for the considered view; no developments of later times have improved on the
photographic possibilities in black and white in that size of negative. Thanks to
his engineering training, Frank was painstaking in his use of equipment, and
the high definition of his results ensured that very large prints could be made
for exhibitions. One outstanding element in the background to Frank's successes in landscape photography was that he possessed that rather indefinable
quality, 'an eye for a picture'.
The impression made by his photographs on his contemporaries may be
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illustrated by the following quotations from reviews of some of his books:
'The Mountain Scene' (1937); by G. Winthrop Young in 'The Observer'.
'Mr Smythe is a mountain explorer who can write of his adventures interestingly and illustrate them with his own photographs. It is an unusual combination; and it is the more effective because Mr Smythe exercises as
independent a judgment in his photography as in his mountaineering. He
alternates easily between the photographer and the climbing recorder,
between pictorial comments and notes of the expeditions.... Another
aspect in his series of records of his remarkable mountaineering career.'
'Peaks and Valleys' (1938); by V. Sackville West in the' ew Statesman'.
'It is unimaginable that the art of mountain photography could go further
than Mr Smythe has carried it. His photographs are magnificent. His letterpress is similarly admirable in its own way. He is always brief, practical and
unromantical, having had rhe sense to realise that his illustrations may be
allowed to speak for themselves.'
'Alpine Ways' (1942); in 'The Scotsman', 26 November, 1942.
'F. S. Smythe, the mountaineer, has achieved a classic reputation as a
photographer of mountains. Perhaps no photograph can quite adequately
present a mountain, but the camera can in this field do a superb job, as
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certain experts-and Mr Smythe is one of them-have amply proved. In his
latest collection of photographs he has confined himself to the Alps. Now
that War has, for a space, closed this mountaineering paradise, this book is
doubly welcome. Almost every picture has a splendid quality, requiring
only the author's own accompanying descriptions to complete the beauty.
Whether Mr Smythe chooses the dazzling Matterhorn, or a tree-flanked
road as a subject for his camera, his compositions delight the eye and
enchant the imagination.'
'Mountains in Colour' (1949); by C. Douglas Milner, in A] 57,423.
'F. S. Smythe's last book of photographs is his best. He has selected from
his large collection of fine colour transparencies some fifty-seven which
illustrate his wide-indeed incomparable-range of mountain experience.
The subjects are of the heights and the depths, from the almost monochromatic landscape of the high snows to the rich colour of autumn trees
in the hills of New England .... Altogether a very notable piece of craftsmanship ... a book that is in every way a worthy memorial to its distinguished
author.'
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The Parque is one of the results of Argentina's far-sighted policies concerning
areas of great natural beauty. Situated at the S end of Patagonia, it encloses
a 200 km section of the Andean chain along the border with Chile and 2 of
Argentina's largest lakes. The principal attraction, the advancing glacier of
Perito Moreno, runs out of the Andes and into the Wend of Lago Argentino.
On the S side of the same lake is the main tourist town Calafate, which has a
population of 1000 and its own airport. Happily, these are far removed from
the FitzRoy massif which lies on the N side of Lago Viedma at the end of a
100 km branch road. Its very remoteness makes it little visited by tourists.
Indeed the 2500 km drive from Buenos Aires and the inhospitable weather
make this the least popular of all Argentina's National Parks. As an alternative to the S-day drive it is also possible to fly to either Rio Gallegos or
Calafate and hire road transport from there.
There are a large number of uninspiring and inaccessible mountains which
have not been climbed and lie inside the park boundaries, but the true centre
piece of the park from a climber's point of view is the .FitzRoy and its satellites.
The terminus of the access road is the Park Ranger's house which lies to the
E of the mountains and is the starting poiI).t for the 3 approaches into the
different parts of the Massif. The Torre valley follows Rio FitzRoy up to the
glacier and so into the valley where one can approach the E faces of the Torres
and the W faces of the FitzRoy and Poincenot. The FitzRoy Cirque leads on
to the glaciers which give access to Poincenot, FitzRoy, Mermoz and Guillaumet.
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